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1. Introduction

The later half of the 20th century has seen rapid technological progress
in hardware devices that can capture and process digital images. The
devices have become particularly ubiquitous in recent times ranging from
handheld devices such as mobile phones, tablets, medical imaging devices
and surveillance cameras among many others. With development in the
field of artificial intelligence, researchers aimed to mimic the human visual
system using images [26]. This led to the emergence of computer vision
as a discipline for processing and extracting meaningful information from
raw pixels in an image.

Wide range of application areas for computer vision emerged ranging
from industrial to medical, military and entertainment [127, 37, 13]. In in-
dustries manual processes such as fault detection could now be automated
using computer vision [89]. Similarly, in healthcare, medical systems are
now assisted by vision algorithms [63, 38]. Large amount of online images
have led to the development of computer vision algorithms to process these
images in an automated manner. Systems dependant on human computer
interaction such as electronic toll collector can be done using plate recog-
nition systems based on computer vision. The field of sports has greatly
benefited using automated tracking systems that track the players and the
ball (e.g. in football, tennis) to generate detailed post match summary and
also in-match assistance such as Hawk-eye to assist the human decision
process.

With the advent of smartphones and smart devices, location based ser-
vices have opened a new frontier for users. To facilitate such services, the
users need to be accurately localized w.r.t a given environment. Options
such as GPS are not accurate indoors and also do not provide 6-DoF lo-
calization which has many applications. Some of them being Augmented
(AR) and Virtual Reality (VR) applications that are at the forefront of
current consumer entertainment business. At the core of these AR, and
VR technologies are algorithms solving computer vision problems. These
technologies allow users in market places or museums to actively interact
with their environment. Augmented reality based mobile games such as
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Pokemon Go by Niantic Inc have been tremendously popular. Apart from
games, AR and VR technologies have also found applications in therapeutic
treatments [140] of stress and anxiety disorders as well as Alzheimer’s. It
provides the affected patients the ability to engage in simulated reality
which they would otherwise not experience in their handicapped state. In
similar lines, these technologies also provide the opportunity to educate
engineers using virtual reality [2] in situations where monetary and safety
costs are high.

In addition to entertainment, computer vision is at the forefront in pow-
ering future autonomous agents to reduce human labour and interference
in various industries such as automotive [39], phone assembly lines [89],
agriculture [144] etc. Earlier, robots were limited to assembly lines, operat-
ing in fixed environments performing pre-defined set of actions. With the
advancement of computer vision algorithms, different avenues of deploying
robots have opened up. Self-driving cars, item delivery robots in hotels,
or indoor offices represent some of the potential applications. Perception
sensors are the key components that assist such robots to navigate the
environment around them. While LiDAR provides accurate geometric
information about the environment in the form of depth data, the cost of
procurement and deployment restricts its usage in different settings. On
the other hand cameras are low cost alternatives and a richer semantic
information of the environment can be extracted from images such as
distinguishing pedestrians on the the side-walks from the cars on the
road [49]. Soon robots are expected to be a household assistant doing a
variety of tasks by perceiving and interacting with the environment based
on language, vision and sound sensors.

To make the above applications possible, years and years of research
have been invested in the field of computer vision. Recognizing objects in
an image and its location is a fundamental step towards mimicking human
vision. This is addressed by several areas of research in computer vision
such as image recognition [61], object detection [34, 98], semantic segmen-
tation [9] among many others. David Marr described modelling 3D world
from 2D images as fundamental blocks towards emulating the human
brain [79]. This formed the paradigm of early computer vision approaches
for scene understanding such as 3D scene reconstruction [48], depth pre-
diction [111] that aim to directly model the 3D world from 2D images. On
the other hand, optical flow [124] or camera/object tracking [24] aim to
provide important cues about the 3D world without explicitly modelling
the 3D world. For example, optical flow or object tracking can provide
information to a car about the movement dynamics of other objects on
the road e.g. pedestrians or other cars without directly computing the 3D
model of those objects. Instance retrieval and image-based localization
are also closely coupled problems associated with indirectly modelling the
3D environment [5, 130, 92]. The objective is to effectively and efficiently
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Retrieval

Figure 1.1. Some topics covered in the thesis: i) retrieving relevant database images w.r.t
query image, ii) local descriptor matching (shown in red) between images
observing the same 3D point, iii) semantic matching (shown in green) between
different instances of the same object category such as truck, and iii) localizing
an image w.r.t a 3D environment [57] by camera pose estimation.

compute representations for the 3D world. Then, as a robot or a user
navigates the environment, it can localize itself w.r.t the environment by
simply querying with a 2D image of its current location.

1.1 Scope of the thesis

One of the main challenges with computer vision problems has been find-
ing methods for suitable and robust representation of images [87]. The
seminal work of SIFT [78] laid the foundation for rapid progress in the
field of computer vision. These coupled with Bag-of-Visual-Words [122] and
Support Vector Machines [25] allowed learning complex decision bound-
aries for solving various computer vision problems. However, the accuracy
lacked behind human performance on many frontiers such as image recog-
nition [121]. As computer architecture got better, deep learning based
solutions from 1970s [69] became a viable option as they allow to learn
both the representation and the decision boundaries in an end-to-end
manner. The key breakthrough can be attributed to the creation of Ima-
geNet [27] dataset and the work by Krizhevsky [121]. The proposed CNN
architectures were able to match human performance on the challeng-
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Image
Matching

Global
Matching

Local
Matching

Semantic
Matching

Geom
Verification

Image
Retrieval

Relative
Camera
Pose

Camera
Relocalization

Pub III

Pub I, IIPub IV

Pub V

Figure 1.2. Relations of the publications. Publication I,II and IV address local de-
scriptor matching: I and II introduce weakly supervised learning, IV improves
standard geometric verification. Publication III, IV address the problem of im-
age retrieval in the fast global and slow but accurate local matching settings.
Publication V improves camera relocalization using image retrieval and local
matching based relative camera pose estimation.

ing image recognition task. Since then various architectures [50, 126],
datasets [40], optimization algorithms [59] have been proposed which al-
lowed machines to surpass on many complex tasks such as playing complex
Atari games [117]. Other fields such as object detection [98], semantic
segmentation [51], speech recognition [3], and natural language process-
ing [29] were quick to extend the success of CNN models to their respective
domains.

In this thesis, the aim is to study several closely related problems in
the area of computer vision, namely semantic matching, image retrieval
and image-based localization as shown in Figure. 1.1. The problem over-
laps with other domains such as optical flow [123, 35], image-based 3D
reconstruction [104, 32], autonomous navigation [136], and scene under-
standing [52]. The applications range from self-driving cars, AR/VR based
immersive technologies, to image and product search. In healthcare retriev-
ing relevant imaging results of previous patients can accelerate prognosis.
Although the topics studied in the thesis may seem diverse, but are closely
connected as shown in Figure. 1.2. The central theme of the thesis is to
learn robust image representations using CNN models in the context of
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image matching and its applications to the above mentioned problems.
In addition, the topics pertaining to CNN models involve learning from
weakly supervised data, improving generalization and scalability, produc-
ing new datasets for the scientific community, and extending existing vision
systems based on hand-crafted descriptors to CNN based representations.

Typically, CNN models require large amount of training data [27]. In
addition, ground-truth labels are required to supervise the training process.
To address the challenges of obtaining large amount of labelled data, semi-
supervised or weakly supervised methods are proposed [12, 138, 96]. The
thesis addresses similar problems in the context of semantic matching.
Methods for generating more training data and deriving constraints to
drive the learning process are studied. The central part of the thesis is the
problem of image retrieval. Given a query image, the objective is to retrieve
similar images from a large database. The role of contextual information
outside the query region of interest is studied. Furthermore, the problem
of geometric verification is revisited in the light of CNN representations.

An important part of the thesis is the approach to image-based localiza-
tion. The work is built on CNN based image localization approaches [57,
56] which have shown that CNN models can be used to directly regress
camera pose parameters from input RGB image. In this thesis the general-
ization and scalability of existing CNN based methods is studied.

1.2 Contributions

More concretely, the main contributions of the thesis are listed below:

• A process for generating weakly supervised data from small labelled
datasets is presented for the problem of semantic matching.

• A cost function based on cyclic consistency is proposed to leverage the
weakly supervised data for training end-to-end semantic matching CNN
models.

• A top-down method for applying spatial attention based on a pre-defined
attention map and bottom-up saliency measure is presented. The atten-
tion model is applied to incorporate contextual information for solving
the particular object retrieval problem. In addition a weighted version of
global aggregation of local CNN representations is proposed.

• A geometric verification system is proposed based on CNN representa-
tions to improve global image retrieval methods.

• Methods for improving the accuracy and efficiency of CNN based image
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matching is presented.

• Methods for improving scalability, and generalization of existing end-to-
end camera localization CNN models is proposed.

• A new indoor localization dataset is open-sourced to benchmark indoor
localization methods.

1.3 Outline of the thesis

This thesis consists of an overview and an appendix, which includes the
original articles. The rest of the overview has the following structure.
Chapter 2 provides a review of the problem of semantic matching in the
context of instance matching and introduces methods for training semantic
matching CNNs with weakly supervised data. Chapter 3 concentrates on
the problems of image retrieval and presents approaches for improving
retrieval performance based on global representations and local spatial
re-ranking strategies. Chapter 4 studies different CNN-based methods for
the problem of image-based localization and their limitations. A system
based on image retrieval and relative camera pose estimation using CNN
representations is introduced to address the limitations such as scalability
and generalization. A summary of the publications is provided in Chapter 5,
and some concluding remarks and possible avenues for future research are
presented in Chapter 6.
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2. Semantic Matching

This Chapter focuses on the problem of finding pixel level correspondences
between semantically related objects such as animals, cars etc in any given
image pair. The task is challenging due to variations in shape, illumina-
tion, geometry, occlusion and scale. The problem can be formulated as
finding robust representations of each (-sub)pixel and models for obtaining
accurate matches between these representations. First an overview is
provided of the standard techniques used to solve the problem of semantic
matching, which is followed by a brief discussion of the challenges and
motivations leading to the contributions of the thesis.

2.1 Background

In addition to semantic matching, finding correspondences is a key compo-
nent in a wide variety of computer vision applications such as structure-
from motion (SfM), depth estimation, image retrieval, simultaneous lo-
calization and mapping (SLAM), object and scene tracking, and optical
flow [35]. Broadly, image matching can be categorized into works based
on hand-crafted pixel representations and those based on learned repre-
sentations such as CNNs. Furthermore, the matching function can also
be hand-crafted such as methods based on (approximate) Nearest Neigh-
bor (NN) similarity or learnt in a data-driven manner [35, 82, 100, 101]
predicting 6 degree-of-freedom relative transformations or 2 dimensional
optical flow. The next section goes into more details related to methods
of instance matching as they also lay the foundation for the subsequent
Chapters in this thesis. Later in the section its application and challenges
in the domain of semantic matching is discussed.

Hand-crafted descriptors The seminal work by Lowe [78] introduced the
local descriptor SIFT which laid the foundation for much of the develop-
ments in computer vision in general and image matching in particular.
The algorithm outputs keypoint locations and corresponding descriptors
for reliable matching. The descriptor is computed using histograms of
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aggregated image gradients. In order to increase repeatibility and robust-
ness of descriptors across similar images under various changes such as
viewpoint due to geometric transformations, illumination, scale, several
improvements were later proposed [6, 11, 31, 83, 129].

With the availability of large datasets, data-driven approaches [70, 120,
15] demonstrated significant increase in image matching performance
compared to earlier hand-crafted models. These models learn a mapping
from local image patch centered around each pixel to a new discriminative
subspace. Random forest and SVM are some examples of such models. As
machines got faster and datasets got bigger, CNN based deep parametric
models started to dominate the scene [54, 90, 46, 119, 149]. The parameters
of the CNN are optimized to learn a descriptor space, where descriptors
of similar (positives) patches are closer than dissimilar (negative) ones.
However, the process of selecting these positives and negatives was found
to be important in learning robust representations [134, 119]. In particular,
it was observed that random sampling lead to the selection of easy positives
and negatives. The network stops learning due to the vanishing gradient
problem resulting from low error signals. This was addressed in later works
[85, 128] where hard positives and negatives are mined using the current
state of the CNN parameters. This leads to increased robustness and
accuracy in a variety of image matching problems. One of the limitations
of patch based descriptor learning is the increased training and evaluation
cost as the network needs to be evaluated separately for each patch per
image. Recently, several approaches [32, 114, 148] address this issue
by jointly optimizing descriptors from the whole image in an end-to-end
manner.

2.2 Semantic matching

Semantic matching is a problem category that falls under the broader set
of image matching problems mentioned above. As such it shares similar
frameworks and models such as general image matching problems. For
example, earliest works such as SIFTFlow [76, 146] are based on hand-
crafted local descriptors such as SIFT and DAISY [129]. The key difference
to standard image matching is a hierarchical optimization of matching cost
to obtain a dense pixel correspondence output.

Concurrent to the success in general image matching problems, CNNs de-
scriptors were also used in the semantic matching task [44]. However, the
descriptors used for this task were extracted using off-the-shelf CNN net-
work parameters trained for classification problems on the ImageNet [27]
dataset. It was observed [44] that descriptors from such pre-trained CNNs
did not generalize well to the domain of semantic matching. An alternative
is to train the network directly on the task of semantic matching. How-
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ever, training deep neural network models requires large training datasets
with labelled ground-truth data. For the task of semantic matching one
of the following forms of pixel correspondence supervision is required : i)
geometric transformations like affine, thin-plate spline, homography or
relative camera position with depth, and, ii) flow fields that contain pixel
level correspondence. Popular datasets like Proposal-Flow [44] consists of
about only 1400 image pairs. Each image is labelled with sparse keypoints
and each image pair with corresponding key-point correspondences. In-
stance level image matching problems generate large datasets for training
neural networks using SfM based techniques to generate 3D models of
popular landmarks from images available on the internet [143]. In con-
trast, generating datasets with ground-truth transformations for semantic
matching is a challenging task. Some of the challenges are non-rigid trans-
formation, intra-class variations such as different breeds of dogs or cats,
which cannot be modelled by a single 3D model of any object. Furthermore,
training using ground-truths data on small datasets brings the risk of
overfitting network parameters on the training set. Nevertheless, existing
methods [45, 58, 100, 101] avoid directly using the sparse keypoint corre-
spondence information to fine-tune CNN parameters using region level
correspondence supervision or self-supervision.

Publications I and II propose methods to learn a dense pixel correspon-
dence function parameterized by a CNN such as [100, 101] using weakly
labelled data. The weak supervision is in the form of image level corre-
spondence which in the context of semantic matching does not have a
quadratic cost due to pairwise labelling. That is, given the object cate-
gories for each image in some dataset, pairwise combination of images
in the same category results in potentially quadratic number of image
pairs. We show how to generate such dataset from existing small scale
datasets such as Proposal-Flow [44] and propose constraints to learn from
such image pairs with limited or without explicit pixel-to-pixel correspon-
dence. Data augmentation methods such as synthetically transforming
images can generate large number of image pairs but fail to capture wider
distribution of transformations observed in the real life. However, data
augmentation methods can be considered complimentary to our proposed
weakly-supervised methods.

2.2.1 Weakly Supervised Learning

In Publication I the semi-supervised setting is considered where small
number of image pairs with sparse keypoint correspondence information
are available along with large amount of unlabelled image pairs. For la-
belled image pairs we used the standard objective function whereby pixels
in correspondence should have small Euclidean distance between their
respective descriptors. If the correspondence function itself is parameter-
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CNN

Matching

CNN

Figure 2.1. An overview of a general CNN architecture for correspondence estimation.
Note that the details vary according to target tasks and design options. In
general the network consists of a Siamese CNN encoder branch with shared
parameters that outputs coarse representations for corresponding input image.
The representations from each image are then passed through the matching
layer consisting of a global [100] or local [123] correlation layer. The output of
the matching layer is used to establish pixel correspondences between input
images.

.

ized, for e.g. a CNN that directly estimates optical flow or transformation
parameters such as affine or thin-plate spline (TPS), then the supervised
loss is the standard pixel re-projection error between pixels, p in corre-
spondence under the estimated correspondence mapping. A general design
overview of such a correspondence estimation CNN network is presented
in Figure. 2.1. In practise, the CNN network [100] is used in the thesis that
predicts affine and TPS parameters, θ̂AB in an iterative and end-to-end
manner from a given input image pair IA, IB. The estimated parameters
can then be used to compute the dense correspondence field, T to compute
the supervised loss function, Ls.

Ls = 1
M

M∑
i=1

||Tθ̂AB
(pa)− pb||2 (2.1)

For unlabelled image pairs, the key observation made is that the de-
scriptors of corresponding pixels should be mutual nearest neighbors in
the descriptor space under Euclidean distance metric. Formally, for the
considered CNN model, the mutual neighborship can be realized by using
cyclic consistency constraint on the forward and backward transforma-
tion parameters. That is, the input image pair is passed twice through
the CNN by reversing the input image order resulting in forward and
backward estimates of the transformation. Under the cyclic consistency
constraint the projection of source grid points, g ∈G on the target image
are constrained to re-project back to the original source points under the
backward transformation. In other words, the combined mapping should
be close to identity. That is
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Figure 2.2. A pictorial illustration of the proposed weakly supervised training objective.
Dotted lines represent estimations while solid lines are true observations.
The error Lnn is the Euclidean distance between projected source points,
TθAB (pa) onto the target image and corresponding target points, pb. The
cyclic consistency loss, Lcyc measures the Euclidean distance between source
points, pa and its projection under the combined forward-backward mapping,
TθBA (TθAB (pa))

.

Lus = 1
|G|

|G|∑
i=1

||Tθ̂BA
(Tθ̂AB

(g))− g||2 (2.2)

It is to be noted that cyclic consistency alone cannot converge to any
form of optimal solution as the model can simply converge to identity
mappings. However, when combined with the supervised loss function an
identity mapping will produce high loss for the labelled pairs. Publication
I optimizes the combined loss function, L = Ls + Lus to learn semantic
matching from semi-supervised data.

The labelling constraint is further relaxed in Publication II, where only
sparse keypoint locations per image is required. In theory, such information
can also be obtained from keypoint detectors, but the idea remains for
future work. Due to the lack of direct keypoint correspondence a point-set
matching loss is proposed based on nearest neighbor assignment. That is,
given a source-target image pair, the estimated geometric transformation
parameters is used to project the source keypoints onto the target image
plane. Thereafter, each projected source point is assigned the nearest
ground-truth target key-point based on Euclidean distance. The NN loss
function is presented below

Lnn = 1
M

M∑
i=1

min
pb∈PB

||Tθ̂AB
(pa)− pb||2 (2.3)

In addition, another objective function, Chamfer distance (CD) based on
similar principles of nearest neighbor assignment is used to learn semantic
keypoint correspondence. CD additionally measures the distance between
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each target point and its nearest-neighbor projected source point.

Lcd = 1
M

M∑
i=1

min
pb∈PB

||Tθ̂AB
(pa)− pb||2

+ 1
N

N∑
i=1

min
pa∈PA

||Tθ̂AB
(pa)− pb||2

(2.4)

The nearest neighbor constraint is simple and allows to match unordered
sets of keypoints with different set cardinalities. However it fails to gen-
eralize to real world image pairs with significant viewpoint variation.
If the initial nearest neighbor assignment fails, then the network con-
verges to incorrect solutions. Thereby, similar to Publication I, a second
loss function based on cyclic consistency is added to the nearest neighbor
loss. The cyclic consistency is applied to the source keypoints, i.e. the
pre-defined grid points in Equation 2.2 is replaced with, pa ∈ PA. If the
nearest-neighbor target point is assigned incorrectly to a source point, then
the backward transformation will restrict the convergence of the points
under the nearest-neighbor constraint. Thus the network has to search the
space of transformation parameters such that a source point is projected
close to a target point which re-projects back to the original source point
under the backward transformation. A pictorial representation of the
proposed weakly supervised loss function is shown in Figure. 2.2.

Due to good network initialization obtained by pre-training on synthetic
augmentations [100], the proposed weakly supervised loss converges and
provides improvement in semantic matching performance. It is to be noted
that keypoint supervision is only used during training while at test time
only a pair of RGB images is required. The proposed loss functions are
computed in both the forward and backward direction. The final loss is the
sum of the combined loss values.

2.2.2 Weakly Labelled Dataset

The weakly supervised methods in Publications I and II are trained and
evaluated on Proposal-Flow dataset. The dataset has been a widely used
standard benchmark for evaluating semantic matching [101, 45, 100].
The dataset consists of 1400 image pairs selected from PASCAL-VOC
[44] dataset. The images are selected from 20 object categories and are
annotated with corresponding key-point locations.

To leverage the power of unlabelled image dataset to model better vari-
ations in geometric transformation, additional training image pairs are
generated from the given training set using multiple ways. First, the image
pairs in the training set are randomly flipped, which resulted in a total
of 2500 training pairs from the original 700. This dataset is labelled Dl.
This dataset still does not model enough variations as the original training
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Figure 2.3. An overview of the weakly labelled semantic matching dataset. On the left is
shown the original dataset, Dl [44] with an edge representing the correspond-
ing training image pairs. On the right is the new dataset, Dul generated by
pairwise permutations resulting in additional edges or training pairs. Notice
that the pairs in Dul have larger viewpoint variation compared to Dl .

pairs themselves have very limited variations in geometric transformation
as shown in Figure 2.3.

It is observed that different image pairs from the same object category
had wider geometric variations between themselves as shown in Figure
2.3. Thereby, we list all the images from the original training set under
their respective object category. Thereafter, new image pairs are generated
by random category specific pairwise combination of images. As some
object classes have more samples, the generation of image pairs is limited
to 100 per object category. This balances the contributions from different
object categories and prevents the learnt CNN model to be biased towards
transformations from the dominant object classes. This results in a new
set of image pairs labelled, Dul with an additional 1800 pairs.

The combined set D = Dl ∪Dul forms our weakly-labeled training dataset.
We observed that direct flips of 100 test image pairs were present in D.
Although existing methods ignore this bias, we decided to remove these
pairs from D.

2.3 Results and Discussion

In this Chapter, Section 2.1 provided a brief introduction to the field of local
descriptor matching, and then, Section 2.2 briefly introduced the problem
of semantic matching. In addition, methods and limitations of CNN based
approaches were reviewed and an introduction to proposed solutions in
Publications I and II was discussed.

In summary, methods for using small scale datasets with sparse annota-
tions and cost efficiency in generating correspondence labels is addressed in
Publications I and II. Firstly, a simple method is proposed to generate more
data by augmenting current small scale semantic correspondence datasets.
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Figure 2.4. Some failure cases of Publication II. the figure shows the source, IA and target
images, IB and the source image aligned onto the target image under the
estimated transformation, IA→B. The network fails to account for the small
local variations in symmetrically shaped objects. However, smoothness of the
global object symmetries suggests the network has learnt canonical object
representations using the proposed method

.

Secondly, a novel objective function based on cyclic consistency is proposed
to train CNN models on the new augmented dataset. In Publication I, the
cyclic consistency loss is used along with a standard supervised loss based
on pixel re-projection error. The supervision is required only for the small
set of original image pairs while cyclic consistency loss is applied to pairs
from the augmented dataset. Furthermore, the supervision constraint is
further relaxed from requiring sparse keypoints per image and a sparse
pixel correspondence mapping between images to only requiring keypoint
locations per image in Publication II. The supervised loss is replaced with a
point-set matching objective based on nearest neighbor match assignment.

The results presented in Publications I and II demonstrate superior
semantic matching performance in terms of the standard metric of percent-
age of correctly transferred keypoints (PCK). Both methods in Publications
I and II obtain an improvement of 12-15% over baseline method [100] in se-
mantic PCK metric on Proposal-Flow dataset. One of the main limitations
of the presented work is its inability to handle very large viewpoint trans-
formations such as presented in Figure 2.4. This can partly be attributed
to the absence of training image pairs with similar viewpoint variations.
However, the incorrectly predicted transformation as presented indicates
that the network maintains the global and local structure in the predicted
transformation. This implies the network learns a canonical form of the
semantic objects from just the keypoint locations and proposed matching
objective function.

A number of later works have proposed weakly supervised methods
for semantic matching [84, 77, 19]. In addition, [84] proposed a new
dataset, SPair-71k to address the data scarcity problem. The dataset
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consists of total 70,958 pairs of images collected from PASCAL 3D+ [33]
and PASCAL VOC 2012 [145]. The dataset has richer annotations in the
form of semantic keypoint locations, object segmentation masks, bounding
boxes, viewpoint, scale etc. The problem of semantic matching also has
an important requirement in computer graphics with image morphing
between different object categories [1]. In addition the problem of camera
relocalization [112, 75, 64] have shown improvements in performance
by incorporating semantic information in the matching process. Due
to changes in seasonal weather, large variation in appearance occurs
in outdoor images. Incorporating semantic information provides meta
information leading to robust image matching. This is similar to the theme
of the Chapter which is modelling image matching across appearance
variations arising from intra-class variations.
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3. Image Retrieval

This Chapter addresses the problem of image retrieval in the context of
recent developments in the field of deep neural networks. Similar to the
problem of semantic matching, image retrieval also borrows models and
frameworks from the problem of instance matching. Instance matching
methods introduced in the previous Chapter perform matching using lo-
cal descriptors. As such these methods though accurate fail to scale to
large scale datasets. Image retrieval methods addresses this bottleneck
using global aggregation of local descriptors to perform image matching.
Algorithms addressing the scalability-accuracy trade-off are addressed
in Publication III and IV. The proposed methods are built on existing
advancements in the field which is summarize below.

The seminal work of Sivic et al. [122] first addressed the scalability of
instance matching problems by extending the idea of bag-of-words model
from text retrieval. The local descriptors in each image were encoded into
the bag-of-words histogram representation and image matching score was
computed using the term frequency-inverted document frequency (tf-idf)
score. Later works introduced more robust global encoding methods such
as Fisher vectors [91], VLAD [7] and accurate global matching method
such as selective matching kernels [130].

Similarly, several works [97, 8, 41, 131] propose global encoding of local
descriptors from ImageNet pre-trained CNNs. Instance level tasks such
as object retrieval require more fine-grained decision boundaries to sepa-
rate different instances of the same category. In contrast, category based
problems such as object classification, semantic matching, aim to suppress
intra-class variations to solve general computer vision tasks. As such, the
performance of CNN descriptors lagged the standard hand-crafted descrip-
tors. The ideas from local patch matching [54, 90, 46, 119, 149, 85, 128]
were extended to full image matching for learning global image representa-
tions [8, 5, 94, 42]. The advancements were in two directions:generation of
large scale landmark retrieval datasets with ground-truth without manual
annotation, and algorithms to compute global representations from local
CNN descriptor maps. While [5] addressed retrieval in the challenging
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Figure 3.1. Example images from the Oxford [92] and Paris [93] datasets. Four query im-
ages from these datasets are shown with the corresponding region of interest
(ROI) in red colored bounding box. Existing methods only encode the image
region inside the ROI avoiding interference from the region exterior to ROI
(context). Next to each query an irrelevant database image is shown with a
similar pattern as the ROI. The aim of Publication III is to use global context
in query images to lower the ranking of such irrelevant database images.

large city scale, others [8, 94, 42] targeted particular object retrieval such
as popular landmarks. Therefore, the datasets used for fine-tuning the
CNN parameters were also different. For instance, in [5], the authors
collected geo-tagged images from Google Street View in urban cities such
as Pittsburgh and Tokyo. On the other hand, [8, 94, 42] used Flickr and
other image search engines to query images of landmarks that were popu-
lar tourist destinations. The images were labelled either using available
geo-tags or using SfM to create 3D models. Subsequently, image similarity
labels were computed using overlap of camera field-of-views. Concurrent
to the weakly supervised data collection, advancements in global encoding
methods were also achieved. Arandjelovic et al. [5] proposed NetVLAD, an
end-to-end learnable VLAD layer, while [8, 94, 42] proposed aggregating
local descriptors using pooling layers such as global sum or max pooling,
and regional pooling (R-MAC) [131].

Global representations allows image retrieval pipelines to scale to billions
of database images by means of faster approximate similarity matching.
However, compression of large number of local descriptors introduces vari-
ous forms of quantization noise. The presence of variations in illumination,
occlusion, and viewpoint further affects the global representations.

3.1 Object Retrieval

Publication III studies methods for improving the robustness of global
encoding methods in the context of particular object retrieval. The objective
is to retrieve images similar to the object of interest in a given image. Each
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query image is labelled with the region of interest (ROI) specifying the
bounding box coordinates containing an object of interest as shown in
Figure 3.1. Existing methods [94, 42] only encode the cropped ROI into
a global representation. This suppresses interference from background
patterns. On the other hand, information outside the ROI can also provide
facilitatory contextual signals that improves the retrieval accuracy. As the
facilitatory or inhibitory nature cannot be known apriori, the use of such
contextual information remains a tightly coupled problem. This problem is
addressed in Publication III where we extend the computational model of
hippocampus spatial attention, introduced by Mozer et al.in 1998 [88], to
jointly encode the ROI and its context in the final global representation.

Top down attention has received significant success in computer vision
applications such as image classification [86, 16] and image captioning [4]
among many other recent works. While these works attempt to find the
attention map using parameterized functions such as a neural network,
our method attempts to solve how to apply the attention map. The above
attention mechanisms crop the input image at locations of high attention
predicted by the attention network. The cropped input patches are feed-
forwarded through the representation network to obtain final predictions.
Cropping image patch loses structural information which is important
as CNN parameters are trained to respond to both low and high level
structures or patterns. In the context of image retrieval, Chum et al. [22]
proposed a context expansion algorithm to incorporate descriptors beyond
query ROI to improve retrieval performance. The method first obtains an
initial ranked list of database images using the local descriptors inside
the ROI. Then the model iteratively adds descriptors beyond ROI that
are co-observed in the initial top ranked images and also passed a costly
spatial geometric verification step. In contrast the proposed method jointly
encodes the context without requiring any costly verification steps or
querying the database multiple times.

The method requires the CNN representations for an input image from
different layers, X= {Xl}L

l=1, where Xl ∈RWl×Hl×Nl . The main stages of the
proposed method are as follows. Firstly, a bottom-up approach computes
a 2D saliency map using the 3D representation maps from the final con-
volutional layer of the CNN. The saliency map is obtained by summing
the representations along the channel dimension followed by max nor-
malization, M =∑NL

n=1 X L
n ∈ [0,1]W

L×HL where X L
n ∈XL,n = 1...NL. Secondly,

in a top-down fashion the saliency map is used to modulate representa-
tions from the an intermediate layer, Xl beyond the ROI. In practise we
consider the projection of the ROI, Rl onto the intermediate layer,l that
is considered for modulation. The saliency map is resized to match the
resolution of the representation maps at that given layer. For each channel,
X l

n modulation is then performed by scaling activations outside ROI, X l
n(p),

p ∉ Rl with the factor g(M(p)), where M(p) is the corresponding saliency
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value at 2D location, p. More concretely,

X̃ l
n(p)=

{
X l

n(p), if p ∈ Rl

g(M(p))X l
n(p), if p ∉ Rl ,

(3.1)

g(.) is a monotonic function [88] :

g(a)=λ1 +λ2aφ (3.2)

The constants λ1, λ2 ∈ (0,1) are so chosen such that the function g(.) always
maintains a value less than one i.e. g(.) < 1. φ non-linearly suppresses
activations with weak saliency level. The modulated intermediate repre-
sentations, X̃ l

n ∈ X̃l are feed-forwarded through the remaining parts of the
network to obtain context encoded representations, X̃L.

To encode the final 3D representation maps into global vector represen-
tations, R-MAC encoding technique is used. The standard R-MAC defines
several overlapping pre-defined regions in the form of a multi-scale grid
covering the spatial dimensions of the representation map. The local CNN
representations in each region are max-pooled resulting in a single vec-
tor representation per region. The regional representations are then l2
normalized and sum-aggregated followed by a final l2 normalization. The
aggregation step suffers from the drawback of assigning equal weights
to each regional representation. As the regions are pre-defined and in-
dependent of the image content, responses from background clutter can
negatively interfere with the final aggregated representation. To circum-
vent this issue, Gordo et al. [42] proposed to learn the parameters of a
Region Proposal Network (RPN) that generates regions around potential
landmarks in the image. However, such a method has the drawback of re-
quiring to train the RPN separately for the given task. Instead, a weighted
aggregation scheme is proposed whereby each regional representation is
weighted with the corresponding saliency value derived from the bottom-up
saliency map introduced earlier. The saliency values are scalar estimates
of regional saliency and are computed by max-pooling the saliency map
over a R-MAC defined grid.

The proposed methods are based on the CNN network fine-tuned for land-
mark retrieval [43]. Additional training is not required while the attention
model can be seamlessly integrated into any network architecture. Three
baseline methods are considered for evaluation:i)Full query, ii) Cropped
ROI, and iii) Cropped Activation. Full query encodes the full query image
(ROI + context) into a global representation. Cropped ROI refers to the
encoding of only the ROI into a fixed length representation. Finally, in-
stead of cropping the ROI in the image space, cropped activation crops the
ROI projection on the final layer representations. Networks with growing
receptive field size are able to encode context in the final layer activations.
That is, cropped activation encodes additional information beyond the ROI
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Figure 3.2. Qualitative results produced by Publication IV on Tokyo24/7. Each column
corresponds to a query, and the top-1 NN database images by NetVLAD [5]
and the verification method proposed in Publication IV. Similarity in global
properties such as geometry, illumination and viewpoint results in the failure
of NetVLAD. Publication IV utilizes local similarity and geometric verification
to retrieve correct database images (bottom row).

defined by the receptive field size of the final layer activations. Thus, it can
be seen as a special case of the proposed attention model. The methods are
evaluated on the challenging Oxford [92] and Paris [93] datasets using the
mean Average Precision (mAP) metric.

3.2 Geometric Verification

Particular landmark retrieval poses the problem of retrieving objects be-
longing to the same landmark category with geometry and design vari-
ations. The challenge becomes more prominent in city-scale retrieval
problems where geometry is fairly ubiquitous across the city. The dis-
tinguishing factor has to additionally account for both local and global
patterns. Under such circumstances global image representations cannot
accurately retrieve relevant database images purely from global similarity.
Figure 3.2 shows some failure cases for global image encoding methods
such as NetVLAD [5]. In this context the problem of city-scale retrieval
using dataset such as Tokyo 24/7 is studied in Publication IV. The dataset
also features challenging day-night queries.

To overcome the limitations of global representations, a second re-ranking
step consisting of geometric verification of local descriptor matches is per-
formed. Geometric verification finds the local descriptor matches that are
inliers with respect to some geometric models such as homography, affine
or epipolar transformations. Traditionally, there is a vast literature [21]
covering different aspects of geometric verification using local hand-crafted
descriptors such as SIFT. In line with the success of CNN representations
in image matching, we extend its application to the problem of geometric
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Figure 3.3. Overview of the proposed pipeline. Given a query image, we first rank the
database images based on global similarity (e.g. using NetVLAD). In the
next stage dense pixel correspondences are computed between the query and
top N ranked database images. These correspondences are then verified by
the proposed similarity functions utilizing geometry and CNN based image
descriptors to re-rank database images according to the input query.

verification in Publication IV.

3.2.1 Overview

The image retrieval system considered in Publication IV consists of the
following three stages: 1) Given a query image, a shortlist of top ranked NN
database images is obtained using global image representations; 2) Dense
pixel correspondence is obtained between query and each top ranked NN
database image using a CNN based correspondence network; 3) A subset
of local matches obtained using RANSAC based verification and cyclic
consistency are used to compute a set of similarity scores, which provides
the final re-ranking of the shortlist.

The particular architecture of the aforementioned retrieval pipeline used
in this work is illustrated in Fig. 3.3. That is, we use NetVLAD [5] for the
first stage, our own modified version of DGC-Net [80] for the second stage,
and the proposed approach with a novel similarity metric for the third
stage. Here NetVLAD is used for retrieval, but also other global image
level descriptors could be used instead.

Methods proposed in Publication IV makes contributions related to stages
2) and 3) above and are described in the following sections. Our modifi-
cations to the DGC-Net architecture are described in Section 3.2.2. The
geometric verification method is presented in Section 3.2.3.

3.2.2 Image Matching

The DGC-Net architecture is fully convolutional and consists of a pre-
trained encoder such as VGG16 and a series of stacked decoder layers.
Given an image pair, the encoder output representation maps for each
image are passed through a global correlation layer and the first decoder
layer that outputs a coarse correspondence map. The remaining decoder
layers refine the coarse correspondence map using finer details from the
lower layers of the encoder. In this thesis, Publication IV proposed methods
to the global correlation and the refinement decoder layers resulting in
improved and efficient matching.
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Figure 3.4. Overview of the unified correspondence map decoder (UCMD) Dc. The feature
maps of the target FB and the warped source wFA images have been split
into K tensor blocks of channel length N′ and then concatenated along the
channel dimension. Further, each concatenated tensor is complemented by
the correspondence map estimates H×W ×2 from the coarser layer and then
fed into a convolutional block CB0 with 2N′ inputs and shared weights. The
output feature maps of CB0 are then averaged and processed by the remaining
layers of the decoder to produce refined pixel correspondence estimates.

The global correlation layer performs cross-correlation of encoder repre-
sentations from each image. This results in a 4D match tensor containing
the match probability. The first decoder layer in DGC-Net takes the
normalized cross-correlated match tensor as input and outputs a coarse
correspondence field. In doing so it fails to take into account the spatial
and cyclical coherence of the 4D matches. In other words, good matches
are expected to be located in dense regions with higher similarity scores in
its spatial neighborhood in the 4D match tensor. In addition, the matches
should be mutually consistent in both forward and backward direction.
To ensure local and cyclical consistency, we integrate the Neighborhood
Consensus Network (NC-Net) [102] in between the global correlation and
the first decoder layer.

The encoder-decoder pairing is fairly general and usually consists of con-
catenating a pair of encoder maps that are inputted to the corresponding
decoder layer consisting of several convolutional layers. The concatenation
operation conditions each decoder layer to account for the dimensionality of
the corresponding encoder maps. In contrast, Publication IV removes this
constraint using block-wise concatenation of the lth layer encoder maps.
That is, the input encoder map, Fl ∈RWl×Hl×Nl is divided along the channel
dimension into Kl non-overlapping 3D tensor blocks, Fl = {Fl

k}K l

k=1, where
Fl

k ∈RWl×Hl×N ′ and Kl = Nl /N ′. Each of the warped source and target block
representations, wFl

k,A,Fl
k,B,k = 1...Kl are concatenated and feed-forwarded

through the first layer of the decoder. The block outputs are averaged
and passed through the remaining convolutional layers of the decoder.
This allows using a universal decoder across multiple encoder layers. The
parameter, N ′ is assigned a small value of 16.
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3.2.3 Verification System

The improved DGC-Net is applied to the problem of geometric verification
which is presented next. The pipeline consists of a series of geometric
verification steps outlined below.

The first stage combines cyclic consistency with RANSAC based geomet-
ric model fitting. As DGC-Net was initially proposed to operate on similar
images, its functionality does not naturally extend to dissimilar images.
That is, for both similar and dissimilar image pairs, DGC-Net outputs
a locally smooth correspondence map. As such, standard application of
RANSAC based model fitting estimates large inlier counts, I for dissimilar
image pairs as well. To circumvent this issue only those inliers are kept
that are cyclically consistent, C. That is, those inliers for which the com-
bined mapping under the forward and backward correspondence map is
close to identity mapping are considered cyclically consistent. The number
of such cyclically consistent inliers are used to compute a new similarity
score, S that re-ranks a shortlist of top ranked images from the initial
ranked list obtained by NetVLAD.

S = |C|
|I| · exp

(
− β

|C|

)
, (3.3)

where β is a constant. As |C|/|I| is a ratio, the exponential term is added to
down-weight the similarity cost for image pairs which have fewer cyclically
consistent correspondences in the inlier set. β is a constant set to 240x240,
the fixed input image resolution.

Although the above mentioned method improves the re-ranking, it fails to
address outliers resulting from large similarities in structure, texture, and
layout between buildings in the particular setting of city-scale retrieval.
This can be related to the fact that inlier count only reveals information
about the geometry and fails to take into account both local and global
similarities. Consequently, to compute these similarities we first extract
both local and global representations using NetVLAD for each image. The
NetVLAD architecture consists of a VGG16 encoder and a NetVLAD layer
that performs soft visual word assignment. The visual word centers are
learned in an end-to-end fashion during training. The local representations
are extracted from the encoder output while the global representations are
extracted from the final NetVLAD layer output. The local similarity, SL

between an image pair is then computed using cosine similarity between
their respective local representations at the cyclically consistent match
locations. On the other hand, global dissimilarity, G is computed using
Euclidean distance between the respective global representations. The
three similarity scores, S,SL,G are fused to obtain the final similarity
scores, SF . In order to save computational time, we compute the above
final similarity based 2nd re-ranking only for the top-ranked images in the
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Figure 3.5. Comparison of the proposed methods versus state-of-the approaches for place
recognition.

1st re-ranked list obtained using S.

SF = log10 (SL ·S) ·10−G (3.4)

The similarity fusion Equation 3.4 (see Publication IV for more details)
is empirically derived with trial and error on validation dataset. The pos-
sibility of better models to fuse the respective similarity scores is tested
using a neural network. The input to the neural network are C, I,SL and
G. In the arxiv version [68], the supplementary section of Publication
IV is added containing a detailed analysis of the ablation studies. The
proposed method is also compared against the standard SIFT based ge-
ometric verification. InLoc, a multi-stage geometric verification pipeline
based on CNN [125] is used as a baseline. However, the last view synthesis
stage in InLoc is ignored due to the requirement of depth maps. Retrieval
performance is evaluated on the challenging Tokyo247 dataset [132] using
Recall@N metric. Furthermore, the retrieval performance is measured
by plugging the system in an image-based localization system. As will
be detailed in the next Chapter, image retrieval is the first and usually
the key component in localization pipelines. Therefore, improvement in
retrieval stage should reflect on the final localization performance as well.
The localization performance is measured on the Aachen [107] and CMU
Seasons [107] datasets.
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Methods
Condition, 5m,10◦

Aachen Day-Night CMU-Seasons

day night urban suburban park

HF-Net [104] 94.2 76.5 97.9 92.7 80.4

D2-Net [32] 93.4 74.5 - - -

Active Search [108] 96.6 43.9 - - -

NetVLAD-Pitts 81.7 64.3 78.9 77.0 63.2

Publication IV (SF ) 84.7 68.4 89.1 77.1 63.3

Table 3.1. Localization performance on the Aachen and CMU-Seasons datasets (higher is
better). The best performance among image retrieval based approaches (Row
4-5) is highlighted as italic.

3.3 Results and Discussion

The Chapter presented the problem of image retrieval using CNN based
image representations. Both the problem of particular landmark retrieval
and city-scale image retrieval are studied. A brief summary of the key
findings are discussed below.

In summary Publication III proposed a model to incorporate contextual
information in query image to improve particular object retrieval. A tech-
nical report on arxiv [66] extends the attention model to the database side
as well. The proposed method brings consistent improvement over base-
line methods in the final retrieval performance on Oxford5k and Paris6k
datasets. Furthermore, cropped activation based setting has a comparable
performance to the proposed method which can be attributed to the large
receptive field size of ResNet101 architecture used in the paper.

In Publication IV, the problem of geometric verification is revisited. Un-
like traditional verification systems based on SIFT, the proposed method
is based on local CNN descriptor matching. Firstly, modifications to the
end-to-end correspondence network, DGC-Net are proposed by improving
the matching layer and compacting the decoder architecture. The modified
DGC-Net attains higher accuracy on HPatches dataset in terms of average
end point error (AEPE) metric. On the other hand, the universality of
the proposed decoder allows addressing inference budget constraints by
replacing the VGG16 encoder to MobileNetv2 [103] without requiring any
re-training the full encoder-decoder network. Results show that the pro-
posed decoder with a MobileNetv2 encoder achieves similar performance
as VGG16 encoder on Tokyo247 while reducing the number of parameters
from 8M to 1M.

The two-stage verification pipeline outperforms baseline methods on
both Tokyo247 and localization benchmarks Aachen and CMU-Seasons
datasets as shown in Figure 3.5 and Table.3.1 respectively. It is to be noted
that the corresponding baseline in both benchmarks is NetVLAD-Pitts
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which is the NetVLAD version trained on Pittsburgh dataset [133]. The
localization pipeline is kept the same in Aachen and CMU-Seasons i.e. the
local 2D-2D matching is done using the modified DGC-Net. Better accuracy
in query camera pose estimation given the same localization pipeline and
image matching method shows that our approach retrieves higher quality
database images compared to NetVLAD-Pitts.

Geometric verification using local CNN descriptors are now well stud-
ied [118] and widely used in image-based localization tasks. The most
prominent methods are SuperPoint [28], D2-Net [32] that extract keypoint
locations from high level CNN representations followed by local matching
based on mutual nearest neighbor search. However, unlike our proposed
method, the local spatial consistency of the match is not taken into account
prior to verification stage. A preliminary result [68] obtained by apply-
ing our verification method only to the SuperPoint locations results in
much improved retrieval accuracy. A recent work [62] combines a similar
network for image based localization in outdoor scenes.
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4. Camera Relocalization

Image-based localization is a popular topic in the field of geometric com-
puter vision. The task is to localize a query image in an environment
represented by a set of database images with corresponding pose or some
form of 3D model as shown in Figure 4.1. In this Chapter we provide a high
level connection between instance matching for geometry estimation and
image retrieval to solve the problem of image-based localization. Image
retrieval with global image representations (such as those presented in
Chapter 3) allows for efficient and scalable retrieval of database images
that hypothesize candidate locations for the query image to be localized.
On the other hand deep learning based geometry estimation between im-
ages (similar to Chapter 2) provides more accurate estimates of query
image pose w.r.t the relevant database images. The application of image
retrieval and geometry estimation is a well studied problem in image-
based localization and is extended to deal with CNN based models in this
Chapter.

First, a brief overview of existing approaches based on hand-crafted
descriptors and CNN based methods is presented. Then, the limitations of
existing CNN based methods and the proposed approach in Publication V
is discussed.

4.1 Related Work

We briefly summarize prior works in the field of image-based localization.
Existing works can be broadly divided into two categories: place recognition
based and image-based methods.

Place recognition based methods approximate the location of the query
using the pose of the nearest neighbor database images [5, 18, 105, 132,
142]. The relevant database images are obtained using image retrieval
methods summarized in the previous Chapter. However, the accuracy of the
query pose is limited by the spacing between the relevant database images
and the query image. Torii et al. [132] utilize depth maps to generate novel
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Figure 4.1. Image-based localization aims to recover the 6 DoF camera pose w.r.t to an
environment [57] from an input image (e.g. captured by a mobile phone
camera). The environment is represented as a 3D point cloud or a database of
images with respective poses and local 2D keypoint representations.

view images around the NN database images. The synthetically generated
images are added to the database improving the localization performance.

Image-based methods compute the query pose utilizing the 3D repre-
sentation of a scene obtained from SfM. Thereafter, 3D scene points are
matched with local 2D descriptors in the query image to obtain tenta-
tive correspondences. The candidate 2D-3D matches are verified using
RANSAC [36] followed by query pose estimation using Perspective-n-Point
algorithm [60]. To address large costs resulting from local descriptor
matching in large scenes, several approaches [20, 74, 106] propose ac-
celerating the correspondence search by terminating the search proce-
dure as soon as enough inlier matches have been obtained. Other meth-
ods [17, 53, 109, 108] utilize an intermediate place recognition step to
obtain candidate query locations represented by the top retrieved relevant
database images. The query pose is estimated by restricting the matching
only to the 3D points visible in the NN database images.

Recently, it has been shown that data-driven techniques provide effi-
cient solutions to the pose estimation problem. Shotton et al. [116] train a
regression forest to regress 3D scene locations for pixel in an input RGB-
D image. Thus the method bypasses the costly local matching stage by
directly regressing 2D-3D matches. Subsequently, the candidate corre-
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spondences are verified using RANSAC and the query pose estimated. In
contrast, Valentin et al. [137] skip the correspondence estimation step by
exploiting the uncertainty of the predicted 3D pixel locations to estimate
query pose. Brachmann et al. [14] propose an end-to-end trainable CNN
architecture for camera pose estimation. The network estimates 2D-3D
matches from monocular images followed by RANSAC based geometric
verification in a full differentiable manner. Li et al. [71, 72, 73] proposed
data-augmentation, angle-based reprojection loss and hierarchical 2D-3D
match estimation to advance the performance of [14].

In contrast to the above structure based image localization methods,
Kendall et al. [55, 56, 57] proposed a CNN architecture, PoseNet that
directly regresses the camera pose from an input RGB image. Later works
based on similar principles by Walch et al. [141] propose context aggrega-
tion using LSTM units to improve camera localization. Valada et al. [135,
95, 136] incorporate semantic information to robustly estimate camera pose
estimation. In turn, Clark et al. [23] utilizes recurrent neural networks
(RNN) to capture temporal geometric cues from video sequences outputting
accurate global camera pose. However, end-to-end CNN camera pose es-
timation pipelines are limited due to lack of generalization [110]. More
recently, several approaches have been proposed that combine CNN based
local descriptors with traditional localization pipeline [108]. Shi et al. [115]
proposed a method combining semantic information with structure-based
methods that leads to improved localization performance. Sarlin et al. [104]
propose a hierarchical localization approach based on coarse-to-fine local-
ization. NetVLAD [5] global descriptors are used to retrieve NN database
images to obtain a coarse estimate of query pose. Thereafter, using local
descriptors from SuperPoint [28] an accurate 6-DoF query camera pose
is estimated. Several recent works [32, 99] have advanced the method of
structured localization using local CNN descriptors.

4.2 Localization Pipeline

The key limitation of end-to-end CNN based localization approaches is that
the learning process is strongly coupled with the coordinate frame of the
scene. For example, end-to-end camera pose estimation pipelines [55, 56,
57, 141] learn a mapping from image pixels to the corresponding camera
pose. On the other hand, structured approaches [14] learn a similar map-
ping from pixels to 3D scene coordinates. In both cases, the final output
space (pose/scene coordinates) are dependent on the coordinate frame of
the scene specific training data. Due to the above coupling existing ap-
proaches [55, 56, 57, 141, 14] suffer from the following drawbacks. Firstly,
the existing models are not scalable with increasing number of scenes. This
follows from the fact that with increasing number of scenes the network
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Figure 4.2. Pipeline of the proposed system. An ImageNet pre-trained Siamese based
CNN network is trained to directly regress relative pose between a pair of cam-
eras (top). At test time, the encoder of the trained model is used to compute
representations of database and query images. Then, the dot product in the
descriptor space is used to retrieve relevant database images. Consequently,
query descriptor and its top N ranked database representations are concate-
nated and fed to the regression part of the network to predict pairwise relative
pose. Finally, the proposed fusion algorithm naturally coalesces relative pose
estimates and ground truth absolute poses to produce the full 6-DoF query
location.

has to maintain a global representation of the joint space of images and
corresponding camera pose. Secondly, the existing methods are inefficient
due to the requirement of scene-specific training and storing of multiple
models per scene. Thirdly, following the scene-specific training and eval-
uation constraint, the existing models do not generalize to novel scenes
without re-training the models. Publication V addresses these limitations
by proposing a localization framework that decouples the learning from
the scene coordinate frame. The proposed pipeline is inspired by classical
pipelines [106] that localize query image using sequential steps consisting
of image retrieval, relative and absolute camera pose estimation. Publi-
cation V adopts the above framework while replacing the hand-crafted
descriptors with learning based CNN models. The proposed approach is
summarized next.

The first stage of the localization pipeline illustrated in Figure 4.2 con-
sists of an offline stage of training a Siamese CNN network for estimating
relative camera pose from an input image pair. The training image pairs
are sampled independently from the joint space of training data from all
the scenes. As a result the parameters of the CNN network can be trained
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using image pairs of any scene thereby being able to improve towards
generic relative pose estimator. Each Siamese branch first encodes the
image into a global vector representation. A second shared branch then
predicts the relative camera pose by concatenating global image represen-
tations from each image in an image pair. This conditioning of the relative
camera pose estimator network on the global image representations allows
for efficient storage and evaluation costs. That is large scale database
images can be stored as compact global representations, while the costly
image encoding stage can be avoided at evaluation time. This stage of
training CNN is performed only once.

The second stage uses the trained CNN model for localization in multiple
disjoint scenes. To localize a query image in a given scene, we assume
representative database images from the scene and their respective camera
poses to be available. First, a retrieval stage is used to identify nearest
neighbor (NN) relevant database images. This is done by first extracting
query and database global image representations using the trained model
followed by a simple dot product to measure representation similarity.
The absolute camera poses of the NN database images posits candidate
hypothesis for the query image pose. However, as the query and its (true)
NN database image can have significant viewpoint variation, we obtain a
finer estimate of query camera pose using the trained relative camera pose
estimator. That is, we concatenate and feed-forward global representations
of the query and its NN database images in a pairwise manner through
the relative pose network to obtain candidate query pose estimates.

As some of the retrieved NN database images can be outliers, the final
stage of the pipeline performs a novel RANSAC based outlier estimation
method to obtain the inlier query translation and rotation estimates. The
translation estimates are simply averaged to obtain the final query location.
On the other hand, query rotation estimate is obtained using a robust
rotation averaging algorithm [47].

4.3 University Dataset

One of the contributions of Publication V is a new indoor localization
dataset, University to fairly evaluate the performance of the proposed
approach. In addition, the standard indoor localization benchmark dataset,
7Scenes is also used to validate the localization performance. Both the
datasets are summarized below.
7Scenes is a widely popular indoor localization dataset [23, 56, 57, 81] in-
troduced by Microsoft. It consists of RGB-D images from 7 different scenes,
namely: Chess, Fire, Heads, Office, Pumpkin, Red Kitchen and Stairs. Each
scene exhibits significant variations in camera viewpoint and perceptual
aliasing from similar objects with different spatial distributions. Existing
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Figure 4.3. The University dataset. The proposed large-scale indoor localization dataset
consists of 5 different scenes:Conference, Meeting, Kitchen, Office, and Coffee
Room registered to a common global coordinate system. The detailed view
shows the training (-red) and testing (-green) camera trajectories.

baseline approaches train and evaluate their CNN models independently
for each scene. On the other hand, the proposed approach trains a single
CNN model across the images from each scene. However, the final model
is evaluated in a scene specific manner.
University dataset is introduced to address the limitations of the 7Scenes
dataset. As each scene in 7Scenes dataset is registered to separate coor-
dinate system, it limits the evaluation of baseline methods jointly across
multiple scenes with a larger spatial distribution. This is fundamental
to the application of developed methods in real life scenarios where large
scale environments such as big shopping markets, museums etc consist of
multiple sub-scenes.

The released dataset, University has a similar data structure as 7Scenes
allowing easy usage by existing models. The dataset is constructed by navi-
gating a large indoor space in a University environment using a hand-held
device (Google Project Tango and iPhone6s). The collected data consists
of high resolution camera images from iPhone6s and corresponding raw
camera pose trajectory from the Tango tablet. The raw camera odometry
outputted by Tango tablet suffers from substantial drift [65]. The initial
camera trajectory along with manually generated constraints using the
classic checkerboard images are jointly optimized using the pose-graph
optimization. The result is a drift corrected globally consistent camera
odometry.

From the whole dataset we select camera images and poses from a set of
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disjoint scenes, namely: Office, Meeting, Kitchen, Conference, and Coffee
Room as shown in Fig. 4.3. Similar to 7Scenes each scene contains multiple
traversals through the scene. The dataset contains 9694 training and 5068
test images respectively.

4.4 Results and Discussion

Camera relocalization unifies the topics presented earlier in the thesis.
More concretely, this Chapter presented the contributions of Publication V.
Results and review of the current developments in the field of CNN based
camera relocalization is discussed next.

In summary, Publication V advances the generalization and scalability
of CNN based camera pose estimation. Unlike traditional CNN based ap-
proaches such as PoseNet, a coarse to fine localization approach is proposed
based on image retrieval and relative camera pose estimation. Results in
Publication V demonstrate that the proposed method performs compara-
bly or better on the 7Scenes dataset compared to baseline method based
on PoseNet. The proposed method overcomes the limitations of baseline
methods that require scene-specific training resulting in a single model
per scene. For example on 7Scenes, PoseNet requires 7 models and thus 7
times more parameters that are learnt compared to the proposed method
that requires only 1 model trained jointly on all scenes. The scalability is
further tested on the larger University dataset. Due to the design of the
dataset, the baseline and the proposed methods were trained jointly on all
the scenes. Results demonstrate that the proposed method clearly outper-
forms baseline PoseNet based pose regression method. Furthermore, the
proposed method generalizes favourably to novel scenes not seen during
training.

Several works such as RelocNet [10],CamNet [30], and SANet [147]
extend the scene agnostic training of CNN based camera relocalization
methods. While RelocNet and CamNet improve the loss function for train-
ing relative camera pose estimation network and the intermediate image
retrieval step, SANet creates a hierarchical scene representation for itera-
tive scene co-ordinate prediction and fusion. On the other hand, structured
methods [28, 32, 99, 104] based on 2D-3D matching and local CNN descrip-
tors have recently dominated the localization performance benchmarks1.
Such methods require a 3D scene representation created using database
images and SfM pipelines such as COLMAP [113]. An interesting direc-
tion of future work can be to unify the end-to-end relative camera pose
estimation with local 2D-3D or 2D-2D matching. Possible application sce-
narios include low textured and illuminated scenes such as the interior of
industry plants etc. An initial estimate from end-to-end network output

1https://www.visuallocalization.net/benchmark/
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can be used to initialize the local matching process.
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5. Summary of the Original Articles

We now briefly summarize the main findings of the thesis in this Chapter.
The articles are reprinted and included in the appendix of the thesis.

Publication I addresses the problem of semantic matching in the con-
text of learning from large amount of data with weak supervision. While
existing methods are limited by supervisory data, the proposed method
regularizes training signals from small amount of supervised data with
large amount of unlabelled data. To regularize the learning process, an
algorithm based on forward backward consistency of estimated transforma-
tion parameters is proposed. Publication II extends the idea of Publication
I further to show that the proposed constraint can accurately learn geo-
metric transformation without explicit correspondence information. In
addition, method to generate large amount of weakly labelled data from
existing small semantic matching datasets is presented. The results show
the proposed method outperforms baseline methods on the challenging
semantic correspondence task.

Publication III addresses the problem of retrieving objects of interest
such as landmarks from a large collection of database images. Existing
approaches only encode the region of interest containing the landmark in
the query image using a CNN. The paper improves on this form of query
encoding by additionally encoding the contextual information outside the
region containing the landmark. The proposed approach first computes a
bottom-up saliency measure using high level representations which is then
used to attenuate contextual representations in intermediate CNN layers
in a top-down fashion. The high level representations are re-computed in
a second feed-forward pass from the modulated intermediate CNN rep-
resentations. The final high level representations are then encoded into
global vector representations using regional aggregation of local repre-
sentations. Furthermore, a new method is presented that additionally
weights the regional representations before aggregating. The combined
method consistently outperforms baseline methods in the task of landmark
retrieval.

Publication IV revisits the application of geometric verification in image
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retrieval. The problem of image retrieval is studied in the context of large
city-scale datasets. As large urban environments depict similar global
imagery such as building structures, CNN based global encoding methods
are inherently limited in uniquely encoding fine-grained local variations
in textures, patterns etc. The paper addresses this issue by proposing a
re-ranking strategy based on a series of sequential geometric verification
steps. The first stage re-ranks a shortlist using a similarity function that
computes the number of matches from a CNN based dense correspondence
network that are inliers to a geometric model using RANSAC. Only those
inliers are considered that are mutual nearest neighbors. In the second ver-
ification stage, a stricter and costlier step re-ranks the re-ranked shortlist
from the previous step using local and global representation similarities.
The representations are extracted using a CNN fine-tuned for retrieval in
urban environments. The different similarities are combined to compute
the final query-database similarity which is used for the second re-ranking
of the shortlist. Results demonstrate significant improvement over both
baseline global image matching results and a single stage verification step.
Furthermore, the paper makes contributions to improve the accuracy and
efficiency of the dense correspondence network. The accuracy is improved
by constraining the matching correlation layer in the network to be cycli-
cally and locally consistent. Multiple encoder specific decoder layers that
perform the same function of refining correspondence are replaced with
a single refinement decoder layer. This universal decoder can operate on
any encoder layer representations. The universality is further tested by
pairing the trained universal decoder with a new but compacter encoder
at test time. Comparable image matching performance is obtained at a
significant improvement in memory and computational costs.

Publication V studies the problem of camera relocalization. The paper
proposes a novel CNN based localization system that performs coarse-to-
fine query camera pose estimation using advances in image retrieval and
relative camera pose estimation. More concretely, the proposed method
utilizes a retrieval step to obtain coarse estimate of query camera location
using pose hypothesis from the top-ranked database images. Thereafter,
multiple candidate finer query pose estimates are obtained using a relative
camera pose estimation network. The candidate pose hypotheses are
passed through a novel and robust pose fusion algorithm to obtain the
final query camera pose. Due to the intermediate image retrieval step,
the proposed method is able to disentangle the representation learning
step from the scene co-ordinate resulting in several advancements over
existing CNN based direct pose regression methods. First improvement
is in terms of scalability of localization systems across several scenes.
Existing methods require a single CNN model for each scene whereby
multiple models need to be stored in memory in addition to the increased
training costs. Secondly the proposed method generalizes to new scenes
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previously unseen during training. As another contribution, the paper
introduces a new dataset for addressing large-scale indoor localization.
The dataset consists of several scenes registered to the common co-ordinate
frame and presents challenging conditions such as texture-less surfaces etc.
Results across benchmark and proposed datasets demonstrate competitive
performance compared to baseline methods while improving generalization
and scalability.
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6. Conclusion

This thesis has addressed a number of closely related computer vision
problems, namely, semantic matching, image retrieval and image-based
localization. The central theme of the thesis is the problem of image
matching using CNN based representations and extending its application
in prior standard computer vision pipelines such as geometric verification
and image based localization. The thesis provides a general overview
of the connections between targeted problems. For example, pairwise
geometric image matching is used in both semantic matching and also to
improve image retrieval using geometric verification. On the other hand,
image retrieval and pairwise geometry estimation is also used to improve
scalability and generalization of CNN based localization systems.

Efficiency is one of the recurring themes in the thesis. Obtaining large
amount of labelled data has been a challenging aspect to training deep
CNN models. Data and labelling efficiency can be obtained by generating
more training signals from small labelled datasets. We proposed methods
addressing data and label efficiency to improve CNN models for semantic
matching. A recent work of ours also addresses this problem in the context
of image retrieval [67]. Furthermore, the proposed universal decoder for
end-to-end image matching allows for efficiency in memory and compu-
tational cost during inference. Inefficiency of existing end-to-end camera
relocalization systems is addressed in terms of scalability and memory.
The proposed localization framework provides unifies frameworks from
classical localization pipelines with CNN based models.

Several avenues exist for extending the works presented in the thesis.
The weakly supervised method for learning semantic matching depends on
the supervision of keypoints. Detection of such keypoints can be learned
jointly with the proposed semantic matching in an end-to-end manner [150].
Given the renewed interest of the computer vision community in attention
models [139], it would be interesting to extend its application to the do-
main of image retrieval. In particular, bottom-up attention can be applied
with our proposed spatial top-down model to enhance the representations
of weakly represented regions. Weak response in the final representation
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results from occlusion, smaller scale etc. Learning an end-to-end attention
model to increase the response of potential landmark regions can address
the above challenges and improve image retrieval and by extension image
based localization systems. Extending the computer vision systems pre-
sented in the thesis to an end-to-end learning based system is a possible
future direction. For instance, the localization system can be made end-to-
end by making the final pose fusion step differentiable. Currently, learning
is restricted to the relative camera pose estimation step that operates
on image pairs. The next stage in the presented localization pipeline is
the pose filtering and fusion step that takes into account representations
and poses of relevant database images. By making this next stage in the
pipeline differentiable the structure in data manifold can be exploited to
learn better representations and pose estimates.
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